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***

The Wuhan lab story is largely a red herring, meant to distract and divert our attention. The
great crime consists of the bioweapons disguised as vaccines, coupled with totalitarian anti-
constitutional misgovernance flourishing beneath the pretext of “health”.

The virus stories, medical mandates, and fraudulent testing protocols are all intended to
lead us to accept and demand that they (our governments) inject us with experimental,
proven dangerous,injections. There was no “pandemic”.

In  the  following  video,  Sasha  Latypova  and  Wolfgang  Wodard  deconstruct  the  “Fifth
Generation Warfare”/on-going Psychological Operation, designed to instill unreasonable fear
as a foundation for further assaults on our health and freedoms. — Mark Taliano
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Mark Taliano is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG)
and the author of Voices from Syria, Global Research Publishers, 2017. He writes on his
website where this article was originally published.
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
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He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”
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